The intracellular activity of the p53 tumor suppressor protein is regulated through a feedback loop involving its transcriptional target, mdm2. We present a simple mathematical model suggesting that, under certain circumstances, oscillations in p53 and Mdm2 protein levels can emerge in response to a stress signal. A delay in p53-dependent induction of Mdm2 is predicted to be required, albeit not sufficient, for this oscillatory behavior. In line with the predictions of the model, oscillations of both p53 and Mdm2 indeed occur on exposure of various cell types to ionizing radiation. Such oscillations may allow cells to repair their DNA without risking the irreversible consequences of continuous excessive p53 activation.
T he p53 tumor suppressor protein plays a key role in preventing the development of cancer and is inactivated in many human malignancies. Mutations in the p53 tumor suppressor gene occur in about 50% of human tumors (1) . In response to genomic stress, p53 activation may elicit cell-cycle arrest or apoptotic cell death, as well as contribute to DNA repair processes (for recent reviews see refs. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Because some of the cellular effects of activated p53 can be irreversible, keeping p53 function under tight control in normal cells is critical. A key player in the regulation of p53 is the Mdm2 protein. Inactivation of the mdm2 gene in mice results in early embryonal lethality (7, 8) . Conceivably, in the absence of functional Mdmd2 protein, p53 becomes strongly deregulated to the extent that its excess activity leads to embryonic death. On the other hand, excessive Mdm2 expression can lead to constitutive inhibition of p53 and thereby promote cancer without a need to alter the p53 gene itself (9) .
Mdm2 exhibits a dual relationship with p53 (reviewed in refs. [10] [11] [12] . On the one hand, Mdm2 binding to p53 can repress the transcriptional functions of p53 and also lead to complete elimination of p53 through proteolytic degradation. On the other hand, p53 binds to the mdm2 gene and stimulates its transcription. This duality defines a negative feedback loop, which probably serves to keep p53 in tight check and to rapidly terminate the p53 response once a p53-activating stress signal has been effectively dealt with. Although the importance of the p53-Mdm2 loop is widely recognized, the rules that govern its outcome remain in need of further elaboration.
During the years, several models addressing p53 in the context of statistical theories of multistage tumorigenesis have been proposed (e.g., refs. 13 and 14) . A theoretical model of the G 2 DNA damage checkpoint, involving p53, also has been proposed (15) . However, modeling attempts that take p53 regulation explicitly into account have been lacking. We now present a simple mathematical model of the p53-Mdm2 feedback loop. In our attempt to capture the gross mechanisms of p53-Mdm2 interactions as presently known, we have investigated numerically how different parameters can shape the types of behavior that the system can exhibit. In particular, we show that specific assumptions characterizing the interactions between p53 and Mdm2 lead to an oscillatory behavior of both p53 and Mdm2 protein levels after a sufficiently strong damage signal. In agreement with this prediction, the levels of both proteins are shown to oscillate in irradiated cells. Such oscillation may enable the more effective execution of a reversible p53 response.
The Model
Our modeling rests on a simplified description of the p53-Mdm2 interaction (Fig. 1) . The negative effect of Mdm2 on p53 protein level and activity includes: (i) the inhibition of p53 transcriptional activity and (ii) the promotion of p53 degradation, mediated through the binding of Mdm2 to the p53 protein. Activated p53, in turn, up-regulates Mdm2, by enhancing the transcription of the mdm2 gene. The possibility of a time lag between p53 activation and p53-dependent induction of Mdm2 is incorporated in the form of a hypothetical intermediary I, which couples between p53 and Mdm2. Stress conditions, such as DNA damage, are assumed to: (i) be relieved at a certain rate (e.g., by DNA repair), (ii) enhance the transcriptional activities of p53, and (iii) negatively affect mechanisms of p53 degradation promoted by Mdm2. Processes ii and iii involve qualitative modifications of p53 and presumably Mdm2, such as those caused by stress-activated kinases. Additional factors in the model include the synthesis rate of p53, p53-independent induction of Mdm2, degradation of Mdm2, and Mdm2-independent elimination of p53. A detailed description of the model follows.
We assume that the concentration of p53 protein obeys the following kinetic equation:
Here the coefficient source p53 specifies the synthesis rate of the p53 protein. For the sake of simplicity we have not addressed the evidence that exposure of cells to p53-activating signals also can lead to increased translation of the p53 mRNA (16) . The second term in Eq. 1 describes Mdm2-dependent degradation of p53, where mass-action binding of Mdm2 to p53 results in p53 ubiquitination and its subsequent proteasomal degradation (17) (18) (19) (20) . The variable degradation(t) measures the rate of degradation, which depends on stress signals (Eq. 6). The last term in Eq. 1 reflects an Mdm2-independent mechanism for p53 degradation (21) (22) (23) .
The kinetics governing the concentration of Mdm2 protein are given by:
This paper was submitted directly (Track II) to the PNAS office. Here the coefficient p1 denotes the rate of p53-independent mdm2 transcription and translation (24, 25) , whereas the last term describes Mdm2 degradation (26) . The second term implements p53-dependent transcription and translation of Mdm2 protein.
The quantity I(t) measures the strength of an intermediary: a mathematical representation of an unknown mechanism leading to the observed delay in the p53-dependent induction of Mdm2 (25, 27, 28) . This intermediary enhances Mdm2 production with step-like kinetics, modeled by a Hill-type function. The kinetics for the intermediary I is given by
The first term in Eq. 3 reflects a positive effect of active p53 on the Mdm2 intermediary. The coefficient activity can include p53's sequence-specific DNA binding activity and the potency of the p53 transactivation domain, both of which can be augmented by stress signals (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) . Furthermore, Mdm2-p53 binding can inhibit p53's transcriptional activity (43) (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) . Thus, activity can be modeled as
From Eq. 3 it is seen that the intermediary I reaches its steady-state level with a time scale determined by 1͞k delay . Thus, by using a differential equation to determine I, we account in a crude fashion for the possible delay between the activation of p53 and the induction of Mdm2. The idea of a ''gearing up'' for Mdm2 protein production relies on evidence according to which, in some situations, mdm2 transcription is induced later than that of other p53 target genes (28, 30) , and that there may be an even further delay in mdm2 translation (29) . The equation representing the kinetics of the p53-activating signal is given by d͑signal͒ dt ϭ Ϫrepair⅐signal͑t͒.
[5]
Here we assume an initial pulse of signal that can represent a short exposure of cells to DNA damaging agents, e.g., UV or ionizing radiation (IR). The signal subsequently is resolved by cellular mechanisms of damage repair, with a rate denoted in Eq.
5 by a constant repair. Note that, for the sake of simplicity, we do not incorporate in our model: (i) specific repair pathways, to reflect the fact that different types of damage are repaired through different pathways (49) and (ii) the direct or indirect role that p53 may play in some DNA repair processes (50, 51) . The variable degradation(t) in Eq. 1 is chosen to be of the form:
Here degradation basal represents the strength of Mdm2's ability to promote p53 degradation, controlling the basal levels of p53. k deg models the amount of inhibition of degradation caused by damage-derived signals that modify p53 and͞or Mdm2 (39, (52) (53) (54) (55) . Threshold(t) relates to a damping effect on this inhibition, owing to an assumed delay between the delivery of the damage signal and the effective establishment of conditions (modifications) that interfere with efficient Mdmd2-mediated p53 degradation. The kinetics of threshold(t) is given by
[7]
Here k damp models the effect of the initial damage signal on the rate of inhibition of mdm2-mediated p53 degradation. Eqs. 6 and 7 reflect the assumption that in the case of a weak damage signal, the activation of damage-induced signaling pathways is likely to be relatively inefficient. For instance, enzymes (protein kinases, phosphatases, and acetyltransferases) that modify p53 and͞or Mdm2 may undergo only a limited change in level of activity. Consequently, its is expected that more time will be required to reach a threshold of p53͞mdm2 modifications sufficient for sparing p53 from the destabilizing effects of Mdm2.
In our attempt to model p53-Mdm2 interactions, many gross simplifications had to be made, and much biological information was ignored. Notably, the effects of other proteins that interact with Mdm2 and͞or p53, such as ARF (56, 57) , are not included. Furthermore, our model does not incorporate the contribution of changes in the subcellular localization of p53 and Mdm2, known to be important in controlling the rate of p53 degradation (58) (59) (60) (61) (62) . Moreover, the effect of the cell cycle phase on the prevalence of the p53-Mdm2 interaction (22) is excluded.
Integration and computer simulations of the p53-Mdm2 model, together with experimental data consistent with it, are described in the next section.
Materials and Methods
Cell Culture. Mouse fibroblasts NIH 3T3 cells and human breast cancer epithelial MCF-7 cells were maintained at 37°C in DMEM supplemented with 10% FCS and 20 mM glutamine.
Protein Analysis. For the determination of steady-state p53 and Mdm2 levels, gamma-irradiated cells were extracted in protein sample buffer, and cell extracts were processed by SDS͞PAGE followed by Western blot analysis. Endogenous mouse p53 was detected by probing with a mixture of mAbs PAb248 and PAb421, and human p53 was detected by probing with a mixture of the mAbs DO-1 and 1801. Endogenous mouse Mdm2 was detected by probing with a polyclonal serum 1506, and human Mdm2 was detected by probing with a mixture of the mAbs 4B2 and 2A9. 
Results
Choice of Parameters. The experimental data presently available does not allow an assignment of rigorous values for most of the parameters incorporated in the model. For instance, the time scale of damage resolution, modeled by the repair constant in Eq. 5, may range from hours (63) to days (64) to never (65, 66) . The half-lives of p53 and Mdm2 under basal conditions are arbitrarily set here as 20 min for each protein; these values fall within a range believed to be typical of nonstressed cells, but by no means represent a definitive number. For other parameter ranges, we use rough estimations: d p53 in Eq. 1, for instance, is taken to be small with respect to the Mdm2-dependent rate of p53 elimination, reflecting the fact that although other mechanisms for the demise of p53 also exist, a large body of data points to Mdm2 as the key regulator of p53 stability (4, 5) .
Numerical solution of the model equations suggest that, under certain conditions, p53 and Mdm2 undergo damped oscillations after a damage signal (Fig. 2 ). An initial pulse of stress at t ϭ 0 with a characteristic repair scale of Ϸ5 days (Eq. 5) was introduced. It is seen that after the initial pulse, both p53 and Mdm2 levels increase several-fold with respect to their basal levels, to which they return (not shown) after the damage signal is resolved (not shown). A time lag can be seen between the peaking of p53 and Mdm2 levels. In this particular example, Mdm2 peaks with a delay of Ϸ1 h relative to p53's maximum. It is particularly noteworthy that the peak of Mdm2 coincides with the minimum of p53.
A key feature displayed in Fig. 2 is that the peaking and subsequent decrease of p53 and Mdm2 levels are followed by additional waves of protein accumulation, appearing here with a periodicity of Ϸ3 h. Here, too, the minima of p53 roughly coincide with the maxima of Mdm2 and vice versa. The oscillations damp and eventually disappear in this case after a time scale of Ϸ17 h (not shown).
Dependence of Oscillations on Model Parameters. We studied numerically the dependence of the amplitude and width of the first wave on the different parameters. We find that increasing the values of p1 and K M gives a higher and wider p53 wave and a lower and narrower Mdm2 wave. Increasing source p53 , d Mdm2 , and c 1 results in a lower and narrower p53 wave and a higher and wider Mdm2 wave. Increasing n makes both p53 and Mdm2 waves higher and narrower. Increasing k deg makes both waves higher and wider. Increasing d p53 makes the p53 wave lower and narrower, while making the Mdm2 wave lower and wider. Increasing c2 makes the p53 wave higher and narrower, while making the Mdm2 wave lower and narrower.
The time lag between the maxima of Mdm2 and p53 is controlled by k delay in Eq. 3. The rationale for the behavior above can be readily seen from Eqs. 1-7. For example, triggering a stress signal decreases the degradation of p53 (Eq. 6). This makes p53 free to rise above its basal level with a rate that is (i) positively affected by the rate of p53 supply (denoted by source p53 ), and (ii) negatively affected by the rate of p53 elimination. The induction of Mdm2 that takes place after a certain time lag enhances the degradation of p53, which then leads to a decrease in p53 protein levels. This, in turn, generates lower production of intermediary I, thus lowering Mdm2 levels.
If there is still enough damage to keep p53 degradation weak, a subsequent decrease of Mdm2 after it has reached its first peak leads to a decrease in p53 degradation. Thus p53 levels increase again, as long as there is a time delay in Mdm2 induction. Upon induction of Mdm2, p53 levels subsequently will decrease, causing in turn a decrease in Mdm2. If the conditions that give rise to the second peak still hold, further oscillations will follow.
Importantly, within the model, the delay in p53-dependent induction of Mdm2 is essential for an oscillatory behavior (Fig.  3) . In addition, for the delay to generate oscillations, the strengths of the p53-Mdm2 interaction mechanisms (and the parameters that govern them, degradation, c 1 , delay, c 2 and p2 max ) have to lie within an intermediate range (Fig. 4A) . A change in one of these parameters that leads to loss of oscillations can sometimes be remedied by an opposite change in an antagonistic parameter, as portrayed in Fig. 4A .
In addition, the emergence of oscillations requires that the repair time (Eq. 5) be much longer than the period of the oscillations. Alternatively, a similar outcome may be seen also in cases of fast repair, provided that the signal emanating from the damage (e.g., activation of a kinase) persists long enough afterward. The effect of the repair time on the predicted pattern Fig. 2 . Numerical solution of Eqs. 1-6. p53 and Mdm2 levels (relative to their basal amounts) undergo oscillations after an initial pulse of stress at t ϭ 0. Mdm2 protein levels peak with a delay of Ϸ1 h after the peak in p53 levels. Mdm2 minima coincide with p53 maxima. Here, source p53 ϭ 0.5; dp53 ϭ 2.5E-04; p1 ϭ 2.35E-03; p2 max ϭ 0.03; n ϭ 50; Km ϭ 25; dMdm2 ϭ 0.05; c1 ϭ 1.52E-02; c 2 ϭ 0.01; kdelay ϭ 1.52E-02; repair ϭ 1.E-04; degradationbasal ϭ 2; kdeg ϭ 1.93; kdamp ϭ 0.05; p53(t ϭ 0) ϭ 5.3; Mdm2(t ϭ 0) ϭ 0.047; signal(t ϭ 0) ϭ 1. of p53 oscillations is illustrated in Fig. 4B . This does not necessarily mean that damage repair is slow, but rather that the signal to p53 must persist at a high level.
It is also noteworthy that, in our model, oscillations depend on a very steep, steplike induction of mdm2 by the intermediate I (modeled by n Ͼ 10 in Eq. 2). This means that below a certain threshold (measured by K M ) of intermediary amounts, there is no p53-dependent production of Mdm2. Above that threshold, Mdm2 is produced with a saturating value. Such switch-like behavior might reflect a process of multiple partially rate-determining steps or the effect of a stoichiometric inhibitor (67, 68) .
Experimental Observation of p53 Oscillations. In agreement with the predictions of our model, coordinated oscillation of both p53 and Mdm2 can indeed be observed in wild-type p53-expressing cells that experience DNA damage. For instance, in mouse NIH͞3T3 cells exposed to IR, p53 peaks first approximately 1 h after irradiation (Fig. 5A) , and then is seen to oscillate with a periodicity of about 3 h (second peak at 4 h, third peak at 7 h). In both first and second waves, Mdm2 oscillations follow those of p53 with an approximate delay of 1 h.
A roughly similar pattern also is seen in human breast carcinomaderived MCF7 cells, also harboring wild-type p53. Exposure of these cells to a relatively high dose of IR (5 Gy) results in a first peak of p53 accumulation 2-3 h later (Fig. 5B ), followed by a second peak approximately 6-7 h postirradiation. Mdm2 exhibits a similar periodicity, which in this case is delayed by about 2 h relative to p53. The pattern of p53 accumulation in MCF7 cells is less precise than in NIH͞3T3 cells, with broader and more diffuse peaks, particularly in the second wave. This may be because of a less synchronous response of individual cells within the cultured exposed to DNA, or perhaps a faster repair rate and shorter persistence of the DNA damage-induced signal (see also Fig. 4B ).
Effect of Damage Strength on Oscillations.
Within the model, a stress signal below a certain threshold will not generate oscillations, and p53 and Mdm2 will rise to a lower level than in the high damage case (Fig. 6A) . Moreover, as predicted from Eqs. 6 and 7, the rise in steady-state p53 levels should be slower in the case of a weak damage signal, owing to the longer time required to reach a critical threshold of p53͞Mdm2 modifications sufficient for compromising the inherent p53-destabilizing activity of Mdm2. This is shown graphically in Fig. 6A . This possibility was evaluated by exposing MCF-7 cells to a low dose of IR. As seen in Fig. 6B , this resulted in an extended rise of both p53 and Mdm2, with no observable oscillations within the time frame of the experiment. Moreover, the time required to reach The strengths p53 3 Mdm2 (here measured by p2 max, Eq. 2) and Mdm2 3 p53 (here measured by 1͞k deg, Eq. 6) define a plane wherein the oscillatory domain is portrayed. Here we assume a constant signal throughout the simulation, signal ϭ 1. The arrows exemplify a conservation requirement for oscillations: If, for instance, the Mdm2 3 p53 interaction is made weaker, then to obtain oscillations, the p53 3 Mdm2 interaction strength should be made larger.
Remaining parameter values are as in Fig. 2. (B) Dependence of p53 levels (relative to their basal amounts) on the damage repair rate, repair (Eq. 5). Here repair is taken to be 1.4E-03 (dash dotted line), 3.5E-04 (dashed line), and 1.4E-04 (solid line). Remaining parameter values are as in Fig. 2 . Total cell extracts were subjected to SDS͞PAGE followed by Western blot analysis. p53 protein levels were detected by a mixture of the mAbs PAb248 and PAb421, Mdm2 levels were detected by probing with the polyclonal serum 1506. (B) Human breast cancer epithelial MCF-7 cells, expressing wild-type p53 and wild-type Mdm2 were irradiated with 5 Gy of IR and harvested at the indicated time points after irradiation. Total cell extracts were subjected to SDS͞PAGE followed by Western blot analysis. p53 protein levels were detected by probing with a mixture of the mAbs DO-1 and 1801, Mdm2 levels were detected by probing with a mixture of the mAbs 4B2 and 2A9. peak p53 levels was significantly longer than in the case of higher damage (compare with Fig. 5B) . Thus, the actual observations in cells exposed to IR are in accord with the theoretical predictions.
Discussion
Many details regarding p53, Mdm2, and their mechanisms of interaction are still not sufficiently characterized quantitatively. Our analysis indicates, however, that the knowledge of exact parameter values is not essential to devise a simple model that suggests a testable hypothesis regarding the types of behavior that a system can exhibit. Interestingly, we find that certain features of the p53-Mdm2 interaction can generate oscillations in the levels of both proteins, in response to a sufficiently high stress signal. More specifically, a delay in p53-dependent induction of Mdm2 is found to be a prerequisite for an oscillatory behavior. The length of this delay determines the period of the oscillations. For the delay to generate oscillations, the strength of p53-Mdm2 interactions has to lie in an intermediate range.
The predictions of this model are supported by the experimental observations. As shown in Fig. 5 , coordinated oscillations of p53 and Mdm2 do occur in cells exposed to a sufficient dose of IR. Oscillation of p53 also has been reported in other cellular systems, in response to both ionizing and UV radiation (16, 69, 70) . The kinetics of p53 induction and the period of the oscillations, as well as the relative fold of p53 increase over basal levels, vary widely among the experimental systems analyzed. This suggests that although the general rules that govern the p53-Mdm2 interplay are most probably conserved among the various types of cells and DNA damage, the individual quantitative parameters in each situation may be very different.
What is the purpose of the oscillations? A clue may be offered by Fig. 3 , which predicts that in the intermediate-delay case, p53 levels increase to a larger value than in the smalldelay case and yet remain high for a shorter period than in the large-delay case. One might speculate that, in cases where the damage should be dealt with successfully without ending up in an irreversible biological outcome (e.g., apoptosis), it might be advantageous for the system to harbor oscillations to achieve a compromise between a situation of insufficiently low levels of p53 and a situation of extended maintenance of intolerably high activity of p53. Thus, oscillation might be viewed as an arrangement that allows repetitive repair efforts: a first pulse of p53 is delivered, and the system waits to see whether the damage has been properly fixed. If not, a second pulse is generated, and so forth, until the damage is effectively resolved and the signals leading to p53 activation subside. On the other hand, if the extent of damage is excessive, the amplitude and duration of the p53 peak may be high enough to trigger an irreversible response. In this regard, it is noteworthy that constitutive high overexpression of p53 results in apoptosis, whereas a lower extent of p53 overexpression does not (71, 72) .
Oscillations in p53 are not only a means for switching p53 on and off. In fact, such oscillations also may be viewed as a program that alters the overall cellular concentration of active p53 in an orderly and tightly controlled fashion. This is likely to affect the pattern of transcriptional activation by p53, as different target genes are responsive to different concentrations of p53 (73) . The oscillations therefore may mandate which p53 target genes become maximally active at any given time point. As demonstrated by us, the quantitative parameters and even the mere presence of the oscillations highly depend on the extent and duration of the stress signal. This may provide the p53 response with a built-in ''intelligence,'' designed to use the large arsenal of p53 target genes most effectively toward orchestrating different cellular outcomes, dictated by stress͞ damage signals of different nature and magnitude. Fig. 2 . The curve for higher signal (dotted line) is identical to the p53 curve in Fig. 2. (B) MCF-7 cells were irradiated with 0.3 Gy of IR and harvested at the indicated time points after irradiation. Succeeding treatment as in Fig. 5B . Total cell extracts were subjected to SDS͞PAGE followed by Western blot analysis. p53 protein levels were detected by a probing with a mixture of the mAbs DO-1 and 1801, Mdm2 levels were detected by probing with a mixture of the mAbs 4B2 and 2A9.
